New Interactive & Collaborative Learning Scenarios
SWITCHtube

• the video portal for sharing academic videos

• live since Jan 2014 (serving now >25 organizations)
• harvesting of SWITCHcast video feeds since Aug 2014
• harvesting of OpenCast video feeds since Jan 2016
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What is a “Campus-YouTube” service?

Picture: http://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/wirtschaft/karriere/Lernen-mit-Youtube/story/13913767
Is this Campus-YouTube?
Campus-YouTube:

A dedicated video web site that …

• behaves and looks like a Campus video portal
• shows own featured, popular & recently uploaded videos
• contains most (or all!) videos of an organization
• offers precise viewing & uploading permissions
• is available for visitors and AAI authenticated users
• prefers own videos & channels in search results

✓ no ads or strange terms & conditions
✓ no local hosting or software / hardware installation
✓ no hassle with technical issues (support of mobile devices)
How does it look?
How does it look?  UZH
How does it look? ZHAW
Search inside your home-organisation
Advantages (of a Campus video portal):

- A single landing page for students, lecturers & guests
- An exciting video portal with always changing new videos
- A showcase of your home organization
- A video portal with less distraction
- Faster & more precise search results
Where do I find this link?

• Book-mark the landing page of your home org
• Add the link to your email-signature
• Share this link with your students or friends
Upcoming (in SWITCHtube):

• Support of Opencast (Matterhorn)
• Paella Dual Player for all SWITCHcast videos (e.g. this channel)
Thank you for your attention

Urs Schmid
urs.schmid@switch.ch
tube-support@switch.ch